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Abstract 
 
In this paper we present that some statistical properties of points on elliptic curve can be used 
to form new equivalence classes. This can have an impact on solving discrete logarithm 
(ECDLP) owing to the reduction of the number of points among which a logarithm is searched 
to points of particular features. It should lead to an improvement of the Pollard-rho algorithm. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Many papers were published about elliptic curve (EC) and the discrete logarithm problem 
(ECDLP) related to them. For good survey one can turn to [1]. There was also presented over 
there an idea of using equivalence classes to solve ECDLP. Final conclusion that the 
equivalence class method in general is a slower one than the standard Pollard method was 
not optimistic.  
Nevertheless, one can find some interesting statistical properties of points on elliptic curve 
(EC-points) and thanks to it propose some new equivalence class-like method.  
 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a prime field F: 
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where Fba , , whose characteristic is p. 
 
 

Let a base point be the generator of the group of points on an elliptic curve. 
 
Let any point on a curve whose x-coordinate is a prime number be called as prime 

point. 
 
Let a term localization of prime point means finding a number of base points that 

must be added to a particular prime point to get some next prime point. 
 

In the article, the distribution of prime points in the group of EC-points is discussed. 
Probability of random finding a prime point, relation between that probability and the order of 
the elliptic curve and some other useful statistics were checked too.  
There are also given examples of application of the Pollard-rho algorithm to groups of prime 
points which could reduce number of steps required to solve ECDLP. 
 
 
Equivalence classes 
 
There is a number of attacks on ECLDP, some of them apply only to certain special classes 
of elliptic curves. The most popular general purpose attack is the Pollard-rho algorithm whose 
complexity is: 
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 where n is a size of a set.  

 



To speed up the Pollard-rho algorithm one should reduce the size of the set over 
which the logarithm is searched or act on the set of equivalence classes rather then on the 
whole set. The idea of equivalence classes is related to endomorphism of the elliptic curve. If 
there is an easily computed endomorphism for a given elliptic curve then one can accelerate  
Pollard’s method. Some useful endomorphisms have been presented e.g. in [17]. 
Nevertheless, approaches based on equivalence classes seem in general to be less effective 
than the standard Pollard-rho method due to complexity of calculation of an endomorphism. 
 
 
New equivalence class  
 
As the order of a group of EC-points should be a prime number, there is no formal subgroup 
of points in the group. One can however consider a group of points having some special 
characteristics, e.g. aforementioned prime points. Knowing their distribution among all points 
in the group one can treat those special points as a kind of equivalence class. One can also 
contrive other characteristics and form next equivalence classes.  
In consequences, instead of the Pollard-rho search over the whole group one can restrict its 
search to that specific group.  
 

Let’s consider some exemplary small curves among which localization of prime points 
is known and see how effectively the Pollard-rho algorithm will act on these points. 
 

Let these curves be: 
 
E1: 

25:)( 32
1021  xxyFE  

 
E2: 

79:)( 32
4093  xxyFE  

 
E3: 

1710:)( 32
8191  xxyFE  

 
E4: 

171:)( 32
16381  xxyFE  

 
E5: 

297:)( 32
65521  xxyFE  

 
 
 
For the curves the standard Pollard-rho algorithm was used twice. In first scenario the 

whole group of point was searched through and in the second one only the group of prime 
points. Results of the search are given in Table 1. 
 
 



 
Case I: Pollard-rho over 

the whole group of points  
Case II: Pollard-rho over the group 

of prime points  
Curve 

Rank of 
the group 

Theoretical 
number of 
iterations 

Rank of 
the group  

Theoretical 
number of 
iterations  

Practical 
number 
of 
iterations 

Ratio of the 
Case II 

results to 
Case I 
results 

E1 1063 40 170 16 19 0.4 
E2 4093 80 575 30 27 0.38 
E3 8231 114 961 39 40 0.35 
E4 16381 160 1850 54 54 0.34 
E5 65437 321 6561 101 110 0.31 

 
Table 1 

 
 
As seen in Table 1, usage of the group of prime points reduces number of Pollard-rho steps 
for examined curves by about 60% to 70%. A ratio between numbers of steps in those two 
scenarios varies between about 0.4 to 0.3. For all curves the ratio is: 

 (*) 
nln
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 where n is the order of the group of all EC-points.  

 
As seen on Figure 1 the ratio for small curves is about 0.4 and 0.09 for cryptographically 
strong ones. 
 
The bigger order of a curve the smaller percentage of prime points among all points. In other 
words, the smaller value of the ratio (*) the better speed-up of the Pollard-rho algorithm. 

 
Figure 1: Dependence of the ration (*) (the axis of ordinates) on the order of a curve (on 

the axis of abscissae are exponents of the power of 2) 
 
 

Comparison of complexities of the Pollard-rho algorithm applied the whole group of 
EC-points and to the group of prime points for curves with orders between 210 and 225 is 
presented on Figure 2. The growing difference between the complexities depends directly on 
the ratio (*)  
 



 
Figure 2: Complexity of Pollard-rho over the whole group (solid line) and over the 

prime group (crosses) 
 
Those optimistic results must however be confronted with a case when localization of prime 
points among all points in the group is not given. Instead, one must use only some 
probabilistic measure to estimate that localization. To solve the problem of the localization of 
prime points we need some statistical information about distribution of prime points among 
the whole group of points. 
 
Statistical survey of points on EC 
 
The most desired transformation used in a Pollard-rho-like algorithm would be that one, which 
would generate only prime points. Then, in Pollard-rho iterations would appear only prime 
points and the ECDLP would be reduced in a straightforward way by the ratio(*). This 
transformation does not exist however. 
 

Instead, to find localization of prime points one needs to know their distribution. 
Having known the distribution one should try to come across prime points during Pollard-rho 
walking and restrict the random search to that particular group. Exemplary results, as 
presented above, were possible as the distribution of prime points was known in advance 
thanks to an exhaustive search which is obviously impractical. As any statistical distribution 
gives only some hints about localization of prime points so finding them must bring an 
overhead to the method. 
 

Let d be a random variable describing a number of base points that must be added to 
a prime point to reach next, closest prime point. 

 
Probability P* of random finding a prime point (i.e. numbers which are both prime and 

an x-coordinate of a point): 
 

)()(2 BPAPP   where 2 is due to existing of two points in one group (inverse 
ones) with the same x-coordinate  
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   where )( p  is the Euler function 
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For the curve 171:)( 32

16381  xxyFE  have been examined properties of d. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Exemplary histogram of the variable d 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Distribution of the variable d (solid line) and geometric distribution (crosses) 
 
 
  

As seen on Figure 4, a distribution of the variable d may be approximated by 
geometric distribution. 
 



 
 
Idea of the improved Pollard-rho algorithm 
 
As shown above, random walk through specific points can reduce workload for solving 
ECDLP. The idea behind improvement of the Pollard-rho algorithm is to jump randomly over 
the specific points. It is clear that no simple formula for generating prime points can be 
presented which would also solve many problems related to prime numbers. Nevertheless, it 
seems that statistical methods maybe used to solve ECDLP. 

Some more advanced hints for the proposed modification of the Pollard-rho algorithm 
should be announced in next paper. 
 
 
Summary and future works 
 
Due to lack of formal subgroup of EC-points one may try to reduce complexity of the Pollard-
rho algorithm by usage of equivalence classes. Most of them however suffer from some 
computational overhead. In the article has been presented a new approach based on some 
statistical features of EC-points. This can be used to locate particular points on a curve and 
restrict Pollard-like steps to the group of characteristic points. Apart from prime points one 
should consider also points with other arithmetic features. That extra features combined 
together should allow further decrease in the number of points in that “artificial” subgroup to 
which Pollard-rho algorithm will be applied. 
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